The
Makerbot Printer

Send Us Your Idea!

The MakerBot Replicator+
is engineered and tested
for reliable, faster printing.
The Replicator+ prints
high-quality concept
models faster, easier, and
with a bigger build volume.

hzl3Dprint@gmail.com

This model is the most
popular 3D printer for
professionals, educators,
and hobbyists.
MakerBot's enhanced 3D
printing workflow features
including the Smart
Extruder+, a full-color LCD
display, Wi-Fi connectivity,
and MakerBot Print 3D
printing software for both
beginners and advanced
users alike.

Email us your .stl or .obj files to

HUB
ZEMKE
LIBRARY

Please have file
prescaled to desired size.
Please indicate color
option and quantity.

Limitations:
Size: 573 in
11.6 x 7.6 x 6.5 in
500 grams material per
family per year
Weapons & vulgar language
or images are prohibited.
17849 16th St., Bldg. 24219
Beale AFB, CA 95903
530-634-2314
hzl3Dprint@gmail.com
http://www.bealefss.com/
hub-zemke-library/

3D PRINTING
HZL3DPRINT@GMAIL.COM

How the Process Works
.stl or .obj
1) Download a.stl
.ob jfile
2) Open MakerBot software
3) Add models
4) Find file
5) Insert file
6) Image appears on digital
plate
7) Estimate icon on right side
for print preview
8) Move over to printer prep
9) Choose filament color
10) Load filament
11) Load filament as printer is
heating up
12) Let printer reach 250

3D
PRINT
13) Feed filament into printer
14) Click print
15) Start print

CHOOSE
YOUR
COLOR
True Red
Translucent Red
True Orange
True Yellow
True Green
True Blue
Ocean Blue
True Purple
Translucent Purple
True White
Translucent Clear
Warm Gray
Cool Gray
True Black

IDEAS TO FIND OR
CREATE DESIGNS
Thingiverse
A thriving design community for
discovering, making, and sharing 3D
printable things. The world's largest 3D
printing community encourages all to
create and remix 3D things, no matter their
technical expertise or previous experience.
In the spirit of maintaining an open platform,
all designs are encouraged to be licensed
under a Creative Commons license,
meaning that anyone can use or alter any
design.

Tinkercad
A free, easy-to-use app for 3D design,
electronics, and coding. It is used by
teachers, kids, hobbyists, and designers to
imagine, design, and make anything!

Paint 3D
A refresh of Microsoft Paint. Paint 3D is a 3D
modeling and printing application designed
to be simple yet powerful by allowing users
to create professional or fun, creative
projects by easily combining 2D
and 3D tools.

